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Key samples collected/analyzed in WCM surveys: 
• wild caught fish (preferably 3 species)
• blue mussels (caged offshore for 6W)
• passive samplers (for PAH, APs and napht. acids)



• A SOP is a document that describe in detail how a procedure should be done. 

• The SOP may regard both analysis and non-analysis procedures. 

• There are no formal demands to the content of a SOP, but it is normally written as a 
step-by-step procedure recipe. 

• The SOP should include all the relevant information that makes it feasible for 
personnel to execute the given procedure correctly. 

• The SOP should include information about the modifications and improvements 
done on the procedure document over time.  

Definition Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)



• The guidelines do not themselves provide technical instructions (e.g., standard 
operating procedures, SOPs) for chemical and ecotoxicological parameters that are 
required or recommended by the guidelines.

• M-300/M-408 refer to other guidelines for providing instructions on analyses 
methods or for QA of WCM parameters, especially the two CEMP Guidelines OSPAR 
Agreement 1999-2 and OSPAR Agreement 2002-15.

• But these CEMP guidelines don’t include biomarker-relevant instructions or SOPs. 
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Monitoring guidelines from the Norwegian Environment Agency provide general guidance 
for how monitoring surveys in offshore water column and sediments should be done 



• The M-300/M-408 guidelines state that WCM reports shall include a brief description of the laboratory procedures for 
physical, chemical and biological analyses, including description of any deviations, with reasons, and an evaluation of 
whether/how results are affected. 

• Brief description = shorter version of full method description, with reference to full description. 

• Enough technical/procedural info should be available, so others are able to perform similar analyses.   

• Method accessibility important for enabling critical assessments of reported WCM data. 

• The objective of making a SOPs collection of WCM relevant biomarkers is old, but not yet achieved. 

• Developments and better accessibility to SOPs will facilitate biomarker quality related activities, such as:

• The fit for purpose for each biomarker parameter.

• Optimization of specific methodological and analytical conditions for each biomarker. 

• Documentation and monitoring of laboratory quality.

• A biomarker SOP collection should be managed by Miljødirektoratet. 

There is need for consistency of analysis method descriptions ..
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SOPs are short but should include enough info to allow other analysts to perform the 
analysis and (preferably) to facilitate QC and QA routines of the analysis data



The access to SOPs simplifies preparation/use of analysis reference materials for 
interpretation of biomarker signals and for improved QC and QA of WCM analyses
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A combined access to biomarker SOPs and RMs facilitates systematic 
method validation and method improvement activities
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Summary - Biomarker SOPs in WCM

• Collection and systematization of SOPs for WCM is ongoing.

• Needed to clarify fit for purpose quality of mandatory biomarkers. 

• Easier to standardize/optimize analytical procedures for biomarkers.

• SOPs should be free and easy-accessible (e.g., online). 

• Availability of SOPs can make it easier to develop and manage biomarker analytical 
reference materials (RMs).

• Biomarker RMs can improve method QC, QA and effect-interpretations for priority 
biomarkers. 

• Progress of SOP and RM matters may significantly reduce the uncertainties. 

☺

Thanks for your attention!



Method information that could strengthen the information value 
of WCM surveys and the WCM program in general

1. Produce fit for purpose evidence for biomarkers (and their assays) in relation to the chemical mixtures that 
commonly are present in discharges from offshore installations, also at field-realistic exposure concentrations.

2. .. starting with the parameters listed in the M-300/M-408 guidelines. 

3. Parameters/procedures that within a set deadline are not demonstrated to meet the suitability criteria must 
be taken out.

4. All biomarkers that meet the suitability criteria and that remain included in guidelines must be equipped with 
a fully quality assured analytical procedure document published in a suitable technical method website (e.g., 
ICES-TIMES).

5. A reference-sample program for WCM biomarkers should be established with a lifetime of 10-20 years to 
enable better interpretation of response intensity and better comparisons of data across years and regions. 



Over-simplification, over-integration and/or other uncritical exploitations of biomarker data 
of possible poor quality may not be the best way forward for the WCM program
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• A set of biomarkers in caged blue mussels measured according to ICES recommendations have for years been part of the offshore WCM targeting 
possible ecotoxicants in produced water streams discharged from offshore oil and gas production platforms. A key challenge with the use of a multi-
biomarker approach is the often complex response data that are difficult to integrate in environmental policy frameworks. To encompass this problem, 
several ways for simplifying complex data have been developed, among which the so-called Integrated Biomarker Response (IBR) index. 



Overall finds of offshore WCM surveys

• Organisms kept caged 500 - 1000 m downstream platform PW discharges develop have developed 
elevated markers of chemical bioaccumulation and some low-level health effects/ biomarker responses.

• These nearfield exposure effects are consistent with the discharge and risk predictions conducted by use 
of DREAM-EIF risk modelling. 

• But, in some instances, possible PW induced alterations (such as lysosomal destabilization in saithe 
hepatocytes, increased biliary alkylphenol metabolites) have been detected in fish caged up to 10 km 

away from the PW point source.

• Increased DNA adduct levels in haddock populations in several regions of the NCS are found repeatedly, 
but it remains uncertain whether these putative effects are caused by contaminants originating from 

discharges of offshore PW, or from old oil drilling waste discharges, or from other sources.

• For WCM, there is a shortage of: evidence that show the fit for purpose for the different priority 
biomarkers addressed, standardized/harmonized analytical procedures for them, and suitable 

reference materials that can assist method QA and effect-interpretations for biomarkers that are used. 

• The WCM results are therefore still associated with considerable uncertainty. 



Monitoring guidelines from the Norwegian Environment Agency provide general guidance 
for how monitoring surveys in offshore water column and sediments should be done 

• The guidelines contain detailed requirements on how to carry out and report from the monitoring 
activities. They cover the expected scope of monitoring activities, which parameters must be 
analyzed, and which methods must be used, as well as provide requirements on necessary 
accreditation and templates for reporting.

• The QA-system should include a verification of sampling, a plan for using reference samples, reviewing 
analytical methods and results and performing the quality control of the report. A standard QA-system 
must be used, for example ISO 9000 or CEMP 2002-15. 

• Quality assurance of the various analyses, both in terms of type and frequency, should be presented 
as part of the method description in the report. 

• There is a minimum requirement that analyses are verified against reference samples run in the same 
test series as the real samples. The results from the reference samples must be discussed in the 
report from the monitoring surveys.

• All suppliers of services for monitoring programs (analyses, fieldwork) must have EN ISO/IEC 17025 
accreditation, or an equivalent for the methods they use, whenever an accreditation scheme is 
available. Service suppliers must also document their own quality assurance and control routines. The 
latest and valid version of the method standards and guidelines must be used, and reference must be 
made to the year when these standards were established when reporting from monitoring surveys.
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